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Vocabulary: 

1. Fill in the blanks with the words given. There is one extra word. ( 3 ) 
(suggestion, attention, attracts, heart, defend, bulb, sites) 

1. white cells..............our body against microbes. 

2. Isfahan has many historical……………. . 

3. Amazing nature of Iran ………..many tourists. 

4. I f you pay …………..to your teacher in class, you will learn a lot. 

5. He changed the…………. to have more light in the room. 

6. Do you have any ………to solve the problem? 

 

2. Match column "A" with column "B". There is one extra word in column " B".( 1) 
                A                                                                                           B 

          ---------------------                                                            ----------------------                                                          

7.  a large number of things or people (   )                                a. future   

8. relating to one country   (     )                                                b. range 

9. the time after now (     )                                                          c. domestic 

10. a set of similar things   (    )                                                  d. defend 

                                                                                                      e. thousands of 

 

Grammar  

3. Write the correct form of the words in parenthesis. (2) 
11. She wants to go to France. She must……………a passport first. (get) 

           

12. They………….some beautiful cities in Iran next summer. (visit) 

 

13. She was.....................................  a book when I saw her. (read) 

 

14. Tina is ……….than   Maryam. (old) 

============================================================================ 

4. Choose the correct answer.( 2 ) 
15. Ali and I cleaned the room…….. . 

       a. myself               b. herself              c. yourself                d. ourselves 

16.  When people catch cold, they …..visit a doctor. 

         a. can                              b. are             c. should                          d. can’t 

17. Who will cook lunch next day? 

        a. at school                    b. yesterday                        c. my mother                 d. rice and kebab 

18. Russia is the …………….. country in the world. 

         a. bigger                     b. as  big as                             c. biggest                               d. so big as 
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Writing 

5. Choose the best choice. (3)  
 19. I saw two old …………..(woman-women) yesterday 

 20. Amin(alavi, Alavi) is a teacher 

 21.…………(wolf, wolves) are dangerous animals 

 22.They can speak English (easy-easily) 

 23. Ali tried……….(hard, hardly) to  answer all question. 

 24. Ali's exam is ……Tuesday afternoon.(in-on) 

  

6. Match column A to B.( 2) 

           A                                                             B 

   25- attend………..                                       a) a poem  

   26- summer………..                                    b) country 

   27-translate…….                                       c) an interview 

   28- four -season ……                                 d) vacation 

7. Read the following sentences and choose the best verb forms.(1) 

29-I (want/am wanting) to go to the cinema tonight. 
30-I (don't like /am not liking) reading newspapers. 

 

8- One odd out.(1) 

31-inventor-researcher-farmer-thinker 

32- find – solve – invent - attend 

33-hospitable-polite-kind-angry 

34-plain -mountain - jungle -zoo 

9-Underline the words that have contrastive stress.(1) 

 

35. Should I check it online or offline? 

 

36. Where do you go, school or library? 

 

Reading 
 10-Complete the following passage with the given words.(3/5) 

 

      (solve, experiments, successful, invented, researcher, knowledge, build) 

 

One of the most famous ……37………in our life is Newton. He loved to……38……scientific places like 

libraries, laboratories or observatories. But as a student he was not…….39…..at school because teachers 

didn't like his special energy. His mother took him out of school and helped him   go to the university to 

develop his ………….40………… 

He ………41…….a new machine. That machine helped scientists……….42………their problems when they 

were doing………..43………in laboratories. With this machine they could work faster. 



    11.choose the best choice according to the concept of the sentences given.(2) 

 

     44. One of the most interesting facts about our body is blood. The heart pumps this red liquid 

around the body. This keeps us healthy and alive. According to these sentences, we are healthy 

because of……… . 

 

a. interesting facts                                          b. pumping blood 

c. red color of the blood                                     d. keeping our heart 

 

45. As a tourist, we should be careful about our behavior in a foreign country. We must not 

break any rules if we want to have a good and safe trip. According to these sentences, which 

one is important for a tourist to do? 

 a. having foreign rules 

b. not being careful about behavior 

c. not having a trip 

d. not breaking the rules  

 

 

 

 

12. Read the following text and answer the questions. ( 2.5) 

If you want to have a different holiday with several entertainments, Isfahan is the best 

choice. Isfahan is the most famous city in Iran with hospitable people. You will enjoy 

watching the sunrise and the sunset on your way to Imam Square or while walking on Sio-

seh Pol Bridge on Zayanderud. The midday and midnight of these places are also special 

attractions of Isfahan .Imam square is located at the center of Isfahan and is the most 

important historical site of Isfahan. There are many places around this square that makes 

"it" a real paradise. Imam and Sheikh Lotfollah mosque are located around this square. 

Near this mosque there is the oldest and biggest bazzar of Asia. You should also have a plan 

to visit Menar Jonban. When we shake one part of this building, another part starts moving. 

Honestly, scientists couldn't still understand how Iranian made this unusual place. This 

place is the best site to protect the idea that Iran was a scientific country from the ancient 

times up to now. Bird Garden is another real nice paradise in Isfahan. It has many birds 

from different countries which make it an international garden. Travel to Isfahan if you 

want to spend a day in a place with several wonders. 
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             ****** " Winning is nothing but trying to win is all thing"*******                       

 

 

Mehrabi 

 

تيد. از دقيقه پاسخنامه خود را فقط به  گروه شاد بفرس ازده پانزده تا ساعت ي ازدهدانش آموزان عزيز از ساعت ي
 ارسال آن به پی وی خوداری فرماييد.

 
 روز خوبی برای تک تک تون آرزو می کنم.

 
  انشاا.... همتون موفق باشيد.

46. On Sio-seh Pol you may enjoy ………….  . 

a. special attraction        b. sunrise and sunset       c. scientific ideas         d. shopping in bazzar 

 

47. The text says to know about Iranian knowledge…….is the best place to visit. 

a. Sheikh lotfollah mosque     b. Sio-seh Pol Bridge      c. Menar Jonban        d. Imam square 

 

48. If you are near Sheikh lotfollah mosque, you can also enjoy………..   . 

a. shopping in the biggest  bazaar                             b. visiting a scientific place 

c. walking in an international park                          d. visiting unusual people 

 

49. The text refers to…………and………..as paradises of Isfahan. 

a. Zayanderud and Menar Jonban                           b. Bird Garden and Imam Square 

c. Sheikh lotfollah mosque and Menar Jonban          d. Imam Square and Sio-seh Pol Bridge 

 

50. In line 7, "it" refers to ………..  . 

a. Sio-seh Pol Bridge       b. Zayanderud          c. Sheikh Lotfollah mosque     d. Imam square 

   

 

 


